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ITLA was creat in 1990
in Torino during the 5th
International Toy Library
Conference. The
Association is registered
under Belgian law as a
non-profit international
organisation open to any
association or individual
who supports our aims.

"
Mission

"To provide
information about toy
libraries and
their importance to
communities, facilitate
the exchange of
experiences and
promote
reflection between toy
libraries around the
world"

VISION
"Every community in
the world has access
to toy libraries that
contribute to the well
being of all"
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MESSAGE FROM OUR PRESIDENT
In 2011 I accepted the challenge to become
the first ITLA’s president from LatinAmerica. In the past 3 years I have devoted
my time and expertise working towards
creating more effective organisational
structuresfor ITLA.
ITLA now has a revised mission and
manuals guiding key aspects of our
operations.
In addition more countries
(especially those in Latin America) know
about our work. We have a very good web
site and a Facebook account which enables
us to communicate globally.

We gave news about:
THE 13 TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE OF TOY
LIBRA RIES
SEOUL, KOREA 18-22
August 2014
“PLAY FOR LIFE”
.
The conference will be
organized and hosted by the
Korea Toy Library Association
(KTLA)
and the Guro District
Government of Seoul.

One of the more encouraging aspects of this
work was to ensure that ITLA board
members contributed to the process. The
board updated the constitution and
responded to comments by members to
consider reducing ITLA’s membership fees. I
identified that ITLA urgently needed to
increase its financial resources which would
enable us to assist participants to attend
international conferences.
I take my leave with that feeling of ambiguity
that usually accompanies the end of a cycle.
On the one hand there is the satisfaction of
great achievements, and on the other, the
conviction that it is not enough. I am
confident that the new
Board will continue with ITLA`s work and will
generate fresh and interesting ideas of how
we can better serve our members.
I am deeply grateful for the confidence and
affection of all those who have served on the
board with me over these past three years.
The images that have illustrated this report
throughout this period are living proof that
toy libraries are indeed transforming
communities children live in.
May they serve as an incentive to continue
working towards having toy libraries in every
community which contributes to everyone’s
well-being.
Mónica Juárez Soria
President: 2011-2014
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XII Toy Libraries Conference, Sao Pulo, Brasil October
2011
The concept of toy library, like any other, suffers a continuous transformation during
the passage of time, both in theory and practice.
In this sense, this Conference does not focus on a particular theme, but aims at a
thorough reflection on the trajectory of the toy libraries, examining which ways are
they taking, their achievements, challenges and difficulties, in order to preserve
their genuine contribution in spreading the importance of play.

Results from the I nternational
XII Toy Libraries Conference
Sao Paulo , Brasil, October 2011
Organization

President: Vera Barros Oliveira - Brazil
At the same time there was :
II International Meeting Of Toy Libr ar y
Researchers
President: Tizuko Morchida Kishimoto

Participants
There was a total of 361 participants.
Number of Countries that participate:
15 (America: Brazil, Argentina, Colombia,
Mexico; Europe: France, Italy, Spain,
Portugal, Denmark, Sweden; Asia: Japan,
South Korea, Taiwan, India; Africa: South
Africa.)
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ITLA WORK DURING THE CONFERENCE.
•

Board meetings

•

National Organization meetings

•

Links Meeting

•

General Assembly with the presentation of the new Baord and the Country
that is going to have the next XIII International Congress, Korea who made
a wonderful and very nice presentation of its country.
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Meetings at the Sao Paulo Conference
We had link and continental meetings. During the link meeting there was a decision that ITLA
will request a signed commitment letter with a brief curriculum confirming that he/ she ( the
link) agrees to fulfill link duties and roles, and what the link proposes to do in his/her country.
Links are going to belong to National organizations.

Feedback
Durin received from the continental meetings were that members wanted more networking
opportunities, more information on toy libraries and access to international training

World Play Day
ITLA was represented in Mexico on World Play Day, this was made in
for 3 years till now.

We have
more or
less 9400
people
playing

Th e W o rl d P lay C oo rdin ator sen t q u esti on naires ab ou t W orld P lay
D ay to all t he co un tries where we h ave m emb ers an d l inks an d
receiv ed lim ited feed back.
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We received three world play Messages from Dr. Freda Kim
Brasil
We had reports from:
Cyprus Youthboard`s Toy Libraries
Quebec, Canada
Brasilian Toy library Association
Mexico Play
Turkey
Romania
Potosi, Bolivia
Croatia
Gorutha Toy Library, South Africa
Huimang School, Korea
Souboum, Cameroon
Portugal

Canada
Mexico

ey
Turk

World Play Logo was
approved by Freda Kim
and ITLA Board.
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Our editorial team produced 10 e-newsletters
We thank to everyone that contributed
witarticles

We cooperated with the University of
Cambridge in a survey about organizations
and colleagues involved in research and the
promotion of the value of play within Europe to
respond to questions concerning their
activities, their views on critical issues in the
field and their expert opinion on policy
guidelines.

Additional ITLA activities
v C reated cards th at were em ailed
to memb ers w ith m ess ag es to
welco me n ew mem bers , to than k
mem bers for th eir con tribu tio ns ,
fo r new y ear to wis h m emb ers as
well as to in fo rm memb ers ab ou t
th e
web site
mem bers hip
pa ss word an d W o rld Play D ay .
v C om pil ed a m embe rs h ip lis t which
in dic ates
cate go ri es
of
mem bers hi p an d wh o th e lin k
pe rs o ns are fo r each co un try.
v

3 C o nferen ces were h eld .

v Sen t i nfo rmatio n fo r th e Pl ay and
Pl ayg rou nd En cy clop ed ia
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Interim meeting Lisbon 2013

The Board finalised the ITLA Mission:
“International Toy Library Association (ITLA) is a non-profit organization that provides information about toy
libraries and their importance to communities, facilitates the exchange of experiences and promotes reflection
between toy libraries around the world.”
The media assistant does valuable work and ITLA will continue to pay 100€ for 10 hours.
ITLA must ensure that the members’ discount is given at conferences (4 members of a National Association
can have a discount)
Members have requested the following from ITLA:
• Sponsorship: The way ITLA can help is by advocacy, by raising awareness of the importance of toy libraries.
In this way, toy libraries may be able to raise funds more easily. ITLA is unable to offer financial support
or toy donations at this time.
• Advocacy: A plan of action for advocacy and plan of action for fundraising
• -Exchange between countries: This is already being done and can be continued and developed (the link list
was identified as a useful instrument)
• Link 2 toy libraries (developed and undeveloped. This can be done through a section on ITLA’s website
• For now there are no funds to have an executive director. As this is not possible, it is necessary for Board
Members to commit to fulfilling their duties
• The membership categories and fees will be revised. Monica will make a proposal and Board members must
choose by email:
• The next vice-president shall be the next President (coach for the role, succession)
• Job Descriptions were completed.

•

The member’s certificate will be handled by the secretary The Constitution must be changed from a
General Assembly every 3 years to an Annual General Meeting The number of Board member should be
reduced (still to discuss the exact number). The article stating that previous conferences hosts can
keep a member on the Board will be revised. All changes to the Constitution will be circulated to
members and discussed at the General Assembly. Leonor accepted the duty of secretary which also
involves the link list and the Newsletter. Cynthia accepted the duty of treasurer. Day.
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• - Isik will work with Alice on World Play Day.
ITLA must have an official NGO bank account
We must ensure that ITLA can offer an official receipt to donors under Belgium law
Leonor suggested Board members collect reports from countries that are not represented
on the Board to really achieve a global vision from Toy Libraries around the world
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Board members to look at the website and see if there’s anything missing or what else could
be included
Board members dismiss Do we dismiss Dominique and Desiree: voting all agree; Next GA
ITLA must state why
(not communication during this time at all)
All Board Members agreed to demonstrate their commitment by answering emails and putting
time frames on their tasks. This is a serious matter as ITLA will not move forward without the
efforts of all board members. - International certification is an issue for ITLA’s future but there
was no clear conclusion. The same with training (e.g. Monica’s suggestion to have Board
members giving training)
A new logo is needed for World Play Day
Links don’t need to belong to National Associations they can join ITLA’s Links as individuals.
All board members agreed. The cooperation between the European Toy Library Group (ETL)
and ITLA was discussed. ITLA is interested in exchanging ideas The ITLA Board agreed to the
ETL request to open more of the website to the public. Only “Relevant Articles” will remain for
Members Only
TL: The Board would like to have the presentation about the Seoul Conference shown at ETL’s
meeting (Youngsook’s PowerPoint)
ITLA’s membership forms should be taken to ETL meetings to encourage more countries to
become members Exchange of ITLA and ETL newsletters It is crucial to have an exchange of
communication. The only person that is allowed to speak about ITLA with ETL is Leonor so as
not to have misunderstandings. We trust her to be impartial and keep ITLA’s confidentiality
We need clarification on what ETL means with “The group of European Toy Libraries is a
section of ITLA” We will look at selling items at conferences to raise funds The treasurer will
organize an easy payment option like PayPal for the ITLA website
Toy Librarians in Portugal are very enthusiastic about having an ITLA s certificate and would
like to receive different sorts of training – enrichment training, continuous training. We need
to ask them for topics. ITLA should become more involved with the idea of certification and
different core competencies. The Board is able to do this because the members have training
in their countries European Toy Libraries group, Mexico, Portugal, France and South Africa
TheBoardagreedwithMonicaabout fundraisingthroughinternationalbidsandglobalgiving We
would to do current research on the history and produce a book to sell as a fundraising
project
It was agreed that board members could do consulting when requested or speak at
conferences and workshops. Part of their fees would go to ITLA It would be nice to have an
International Directory of Toy Libraries, but since there are thousands of toy libraries, it would
be very difficult to keep it up to date The board agreed to advertising on the website ITLA can
ask organizers to help countries in need of assistance to attend conferences or ITLA can
sponsor 3 people for instance in a competition, funding permitting.

End of the meeting
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Strategic Allian ces
REPORT ON THE LAUNCH OF THE GENERAL COMMENT
ON ARTICLE 31
GENEVA, 30 SEPTEMBER 2013
ITL A was invited to attend the launch of the General Comment on
Article 31 in Geneva. This was the culmination of a project started
in 2009, by the International Play Association (IPA), with the
financial support of the Bernard van Leer Foundation. The aim of
the project was to convince the United Nations Children’s Rights
Committee (UNCRC)
to prepare a General
Comment on Article
31. This article is
generally ignored by
the governments that
have signed the UN Convention on the Rights of a
Child.
Very early on, IPA invited ITLA to become a
partner in the project, and we agreed. Pat Atkinson
attended the first meeting which was held in Rotterdam on
behalf of ITLA. In all correspondence regarding the project
sent out by IPA, ITLA’s name was included as a partner,
something we are very proud of.
The initial part of the project consisted of holding a Global
Consultation meeting in 8 countries, to establish how play
was supported or neglected in these countries. The very
first Consultation Meeting was held in South Africa in
January, 2010. The other cities involved were Nairobi, Beirut, Sofia, Mexico City, Tokyo, Bangkok
and Mumbai. Members of the IPA committee were present at the Johannesburg meeting, as well
as representatives from the other 7 countries that were taking part in the Global Consultation.
Cynthia coordinated the South Africa Meeting on behalf of IPA and
ITLA.
In Mexico, Itla was represented by Monica.
Monica was assisted to
attend the Launch of the
General
Comment
sponsorship from IPA.
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Meeting with the European Toy Library Leader
The president and vice president of ITLA made use of the opportunity of sponsored
trips to Geneva to meet with Renate Fuchs. We agreed on making sure of better
communications between ITLA and ETL. There was some discussion improving
communications between ITLA and ETL. In response to requests from the group, we
agreed to open up more of the ITLA website to everyone – especially the Continental
Section. The only section for Members Only is Relevant Articles.
We went to visit a toy library where we were joined by the President of the Swiss Toy
Library Association, Sabine Burkart.

Visit to Brussels
Again making use of our sponsored trip to Geneva, ITLA paid for the trip to Brussels to
open an ITLA bank account. This had become necessary since the original bank
account was opened in Sweden and can only be managed by someone in Sweden. ITLA
needs a bank account that can be operated via the internet from anywhere in the
world. Since ITLA is registered in Belgium, the board decided that the account should
be opened in that country.
We stayed in the home of Michel van Langendonckt, president of the LUDO Association
Des Ludotheques, who also provided transport wherever we had to go and
accompanied us to the bank.
Michel which is proving to be more difficult than anticipated. Michel, thank you for your
help!
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Meeting with the Cocof Toy library Organization
We met with the toy librarians from Cocof (La Ludothèque de la Commission
communautaire française) in Brussels, who showed us the way they work, how they keep
their information, and how they loan toys. They have a very good computer program to
register all the toys and games using bar codes and the ESAR system.
We were very spoiled by them - they paid for meals, took us to a toy museum and a cultural
museum. We also experienced a restaurant where games are available for patrons to play
with while waiting for their meal to arrive.

	
  

Meeting Ludo Organization
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Visit to ITLA home.
We visited physical place indicated as ITLA’s official address. It is a very special
place and it is good to know we have a home.

Mary Clark from South
Africa
is
ITLA's
media
assistant.
She is a toy
librarian and is responsible
for ITLA's newsletters.
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FINANCIAL REPORT
FINANCIAL STATEMENT: YEARS 2011 - 2013
Balance
2011

Amount

16,991.86

Income

3,261.37

20,253.23

Expenditure

6,070.70

14,182.53

2012
Income
Expenditure

14,182.53
793.67

14,976.20

2,213.94

12,762.26

2013
Income
Expenditure

12,762.26
90.00

12,852.26

5,530.42

7,321.84

Accounting Balance - 31/12/2013

7,321.84

Bank Balance - 31 December 2013

8,720.40

Difference - Currency Gain/Loss

1,398.56

Year end bank balance 31/12/2013:
Balance EUR account:

3,401.38

Balance SEK account (47, 480.22)

5,319.02

8,720.40

•!Narrative to the Financial Report
The bank balance has been dropping significantly over the past years, from € 16,991.86 on 1 January 2011 to € 8 720.40 on 31
December 2013. As can be seen in the Detailed Income Statement table, expenditure has exceeded income by between 3050%
The major expenses have been
• The Media Assistant who assists in gathering and editing articles for the Newsletter, researches information for the website
and checks on whether the website links are still functioning
• Website design (once off) and annual hosting
• Interim Board Meeting. ITLA pays some of the accommodation costs while board members pay their own travel costs. This is
a huge personal expense. In 2013, for the first time, ITLA paid the travel costs of one of the office bearers who had to be
present at the meeting
• An unusual expense in 2013 was the travel cost from Geneva to Brussels for 2 board members who had to visit the proposed
new bank to sign documents. This was a fruitful trip and has been reported on in the President’s Report.
TLA has a challenge to raise funds. Most donors fund organisations within their own countries and international
organisations are not considered. Other international organisations raise funds through membership fees. This year, the
board has decided to increase membership in 2 ways:
•
•

Reducing fees for all membership categories
Opening up a new membership category for toy librarians that has a lower fee

It is hoped that more people will join, thereby increasing our funds. In the 2011-2013 period we had 45 members.We will be
getting interest on our funds when we open the new bank account in Belgium. Trying to open a new bank account as an
international organisation porved to be extremely difficult. We need an account in Enlgish that can be operated over the
internet by a treasurer who could ne anywhere in the world.
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ITLA WEBSITE REPORT - 2014
The new ITLA website was initiated in September 2011. The header consists of the ITLA
Logo, a revolving globe, map of the world and rotating photos of international toy libraries.
It consists of the following pages and sub-pages:
1. Home – Graphics of toys on a toy library shelf with a filing box listing some of the
administrative aspects of managing a toy library; Welcome, Aims, Vision and Mission.
This page also has a Noticeboard where special notices, articles, queries of general
interest and current newsletters can be seen. Information here is uploaded as received
and maintained monthly. All the information for the 13th International Toy Library
Conference was placed on the Noticeboard.
2.

About ITLA – History of ITLA; Definition of a toy library; Information about the present
and past Board of Directors.
3. Join Us – Who should join? What members receive (benefits); Membership Rates;
Physical Membership Form for downloading and an online Application Form option;
Recently, a PayPal button offering an immediate and convenient payment option has
been introduced.
4. Toy Libraries – General information; Modes of Operation and a Picture Gallery of toy
libraries from around the world
5. Continental Groups – Europe, Asia, Africa and America. Information about toy
libraries in some countries. This section should be updated and Oceania should be
included.
6. World Play Day - History; Yearly messages; Reports from various countries
7. ITLA Conferences – Reports by the host countries
8. World Wide Links – a list of link persons who will share information about (and with)
toy libraries in their country; links to relevant websites. More links could be added.
9. Contact Us
10. Relevant Articles which can only be accessed using a member’s password.
Categories include Toy Libraries, Toys and Games, Play and Play Advocacy, Child
Development, Education and Play etc. New material is uploaded monthly.
There is a section for Sponsors. ITLA would like to create an advertising platform for
toy manufacturers here to raise funds for the organisation and to provide members with
up to date information about new play materials.
The website is well used. The number of visitors has been consistent over the past 3 years.
In the period July 2013 – July 2014, the following statistics were recorded by Google
Analytics:
• Number of Users: 5, 215;
• Returning Visitors – 69.9%;
• New Visitors – 30.1%
Members have reported that the website is very informative and easy to navigate. A formal
survey should be conducted in 2015.
Our web site, more modern, more proffesional, provides access to toy library related
information
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Thank you to CIELO, the Corpotacion dedia de la Niñez, ALF, the Singapore
Association, the Asian Group, Toy Lan Federation of New Zealand for sending
ther following information to us.

TOY LIBRARY
ASSOCIATION
(SINGAPORE)

ITLA´s 4 operations manuals and the Institutional presentation
developed by the board during the past 3 years

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
CONFERENCES!GUIDELINES!

LINK!GUIDELINES!

!
MEDIA!!

Ins$tu$onal*Presenta$on*
!
!

!
!

!

!

!

!

!
!!

!
!

Asociación!Internacional!de!Ludotecas!

!

!Association!Internationale!des!Ludothèques!

!

!

!

!

!
!!

!

!
!

Asociación!Internacional!de!Ludotecas!
!Association!Internationale!des!Ludothèques!

!

!

!

!
!!

!
!

Asociación!Internacional!de!Ludotecas!
!Association!Internationale!des!Ludothèques!

!
!
!

The European Group have annual meeting
and the Asian Group have a conference every
three years. We congratulate them for this
wonderfull efforts to promote toy libraries. They
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Paper Tools, all made by volunteers
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NEW MEMBERS FEES 2014
ITLA`s Board revised the membership fees for 2014.

New FEES!!!!
1"year"

Conference!fees!
2ll!August!31!

• Toy"Librarian"("1"vote)""15"euros""

12!euros!

• Toy"Library,small"Toylibrary"
Organisa;on("less"than"10"toy"libraires)"2"
votes""25"euros""
• Other"individual"&"Organisa;on"("1"vote)""25"
euros"

!
20!euros!
!
!
!
!
55!euros!
!

• Na;onal"Toy"Library"Associa;on""(10"votes)""
65"euros!

• Toy"Librarian"("1"vote)"25"!euros!!!"

2"years"

• Toy"Library,small"Toylibrary"Organisa;on("less"than"
10"toy"libraires)"2"votes""40!euros!!
• Other!individual!&!Organisa2on!(!1!vote)!!40!
euros!
• Na;onal"Toy"Library"Associa;on""(10"votes)""120"euros""

!

20!euros!

!

35!euros!

!

100!euros!
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Thanks for helping us to
make our mission possible
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